
Dolomite SYMPHONY

D

extra light. extra adaptable
There is sometimes an obvious need for an extra light walker such 
as when the user is forced to lift the walker on a daily basis, is weak 
or has problems breathing.
Dolomite SYMPHONY has a rustproof, elegant frame in 
aluminium, and a total weight of only 6.1-6.8 kilos/13.6-15.1 lbs.
The result is an exceptionally adaptable walker that fits just as well 
in the lounge as it does out in the sea winds.



technical data

The low product weight com-
pensate the heavy weight of the 
oxygene tank.

User friendly dabs ii-brakes

Long brake handle & long brake stopper 
- provides good leverage, easy to brake 
even with weak hand strenght.
Short distance to park-position - reduces 
the risk of the user losing parking 
V-shaped brake stopper. Reinforced cable 
housing, stainless steel brake stopper.

Aluminium frame

Provides a low product weight and makes 
it easy to move around with the walker. 
Its rustproof properties also ensure thah 
the walker remains good looking come 
rain or shine.

Use slow-down-brake
When having difficulties to 
operate the brakes.

A bag hides your belongings 
and looks good with the silver 
design.

RAL 9006

Colour

Features and options

Symphony 450

Symphony 520

Symphony 600

6,1 kg

6,6 kg

6,8 kg

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

59 cm

62 cm

70 cm

63 - 78 cm

70 - 85 cm

78 - 93 cm

46 cm

46 cm

46 cm

20 cm

20 cm

20 cm

47 cm

54 cm

62 cm

37 cm

37 cm

37 cm

100 kg

100 kg

100 kg

Dolomite SYMPHONY

Symphony 450 12162
Symphony 520 12161
Symphony 600 12160

Article code

Symphony 450

Symphony 520

Symphony 600
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